
NAACP Berkshire County Branch
 Survey for Pittsfield City Council Candidates

November 2021 Election

Responses
    (received as of August 26, 2021)

#1  How are you exemplifying a commitment to diversity in the assembling of your campaign 
team (both staff and advisers)?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky My campaign team consists of me and my sister Carolyn, who is my treasurer. I 
will except help from anyone who is interested in helping in my campaign. I appreciate those who have 
signed my nomination papers, helped me put together my logo for t-shirts, political signs, and 
postcards. Also, those who are helping put together my Meet & Greet and buying tickets. Plus, those 
who have offered to put my campaign signs in their yards, and holding signs on Election Day.

Peter Marchetti  committee is all volunteer of family and friends - open to all volunteers 

Earl G. Persip III  I do not have a campaign staff or advisers. 

Pete White  My campaign team is usually fairly small and made up of those who want to volunteer.

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate I do not have a staff or advisers

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman I don’t have a campaign team other than my friends and family 
 

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   My team is 3 people, my family.

Andrew M. Wrinn



Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi  [did not answer this question]

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#2 Who has endorsed your campaign so far?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky [did not answer this question]

Peter Marchetti  none so far 

Earl G. Persip III  I do seek out endorsements, If someone wants to endorse me i welcome that. I 
earn endorsements on my record and votes. 

Pete White  Endorsements have not been released yet

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate I have not sought endorsements of any kind so far

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman  No endorsements 

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant    Over 500 Ward 4 residents so far.

Andrew M. Wrinn



Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi Massachusetts Women’s Political Caucus 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

# 3 Are there any groups from which you would not accept contributions?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky [did not answer this question]

Peter Marchetti Usually do not accept donations from groups - mostly individuals 

Earl G. Persip III  Of course there are groups I wouldn't take contributions from. I have never had a 
group make contributions. I don't seek those kinds of funds for my campaign. I get everyday Pittsfield 
people who believe in my work to donate to the campaign . 

Pete White I would not accept contributions from groups that promote hatred. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate I will not accept contributions for any group that seeks to disenfranchise voters or 
engages in discrimination of any kind.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman I am not seeking contributions.  However, if any were offered by discriminatory 
groups I would not accept them.

Ward 4 Candidates



James Conant   yes,  I would return contributions from any group or organization.  

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi I would not accept funds from any group that is not committed to furthering social 
and ecomomic diversity and equity. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#4 If elected, what would be your top three priority issues? What steps would you take to 
address these issues?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky  Public Safety- I will push for more Community policing in high crime areas. I 
would like to see active neighborhood watch groups. I will work with community members and local 
organizations to come up with ideas and support ways to reduce violent crimes in our neighborhoods.

Improve City Streets- I will push for more money to be directed at fixing our city roads and sidewalks. 
Two years ago I brought forth a plan which was introduced to me by a Lanesboro Selectman. It is 
something I’ve already spoke to Commissioner Morales about. Lanesboro over the last few years has 
successfully petitioned accepting unaccepted streets in their town. This puts the streets on Lanesboro’s
Chapter 90 rolls to fund maintenance and repair of the streets. I would like to see if implementation of 
this plan in Pittsfield can increase the number of roads Pittsfield paves each year. Many of our cities 
streets; especially our unaccepted streets and sidewalks are in poor condition.

Accountability in City Government- I believe the cities accounting office should have monthly expenses 
from each city department downloaded on the city’s website. These expenses should be detailed so 
taxpayers can see where their ,ones is being spent. I believe City Counselors work for the people in 
their wards; and At-Large Counselors for everyone in the city. Decisions by City Counselors should be 
made because it is what the majority of people want.

Peter Marchetti  fiscal responsibility - ensuring percentage of ARPA funds go to affordable housing, 
safe neighborhoods and a quality education system 

Earl G. Persip III  Generational Poverty & Crime, Workforce Development and Education 

Pete White Maintaining and improving public health and safety. Housing issues from the need for 
affordable housing, housing first initiatives to help the homeless and improving existing housing stock. 
Finding ways to contain costs while continuing to provide essential services. The steps to address 



these issues is listening to our community, working collaboratively with the Mayor, City staff, community
organizations and fellow Councilors. One idea to control costs that I cosponsored a petition for was 
looking at a modified pay as you throw trash collection system.  

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate 1) public safety- I will be reaching out to our police and fire departments to 
determine what their current needs are and what I can do to advocate they have everything they need 
to keep or residents and property safe. 2) education- we must make sure our education system has 
every resource available to ensure every child has a chance to excel. 3) small businesses- it has never 
been more difficult to be a small business owner. We must make decisions that support our current and
future small businesses and foster a welcoming environment.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman Education, public safety, economic development 

Education:  work with the school department to ensure progressive initiatives are in place to attract and 
retain students and teachers. Promote forward thinking ideas inclusive of all corners of our community 

Public safety:  work with police department and community groups to understand what resources are 
needed where to allow all residents the quality of life peace of mind they deserve.  Provide appropriate 
resources based input from all stake holders 

Econ development:  remove barriers for new and existing business and development.  Eliminate anti 
business perception and encourage city resources to work with all parties on global solutions.  Provide 
tax incentives where appropriate to encourage growth 

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   Improve city services, such as  roads and sidewalks. Support first responders. 
Support school system. Improve environmental standards such as storm water emptying into rivers and
lakes

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi If re-elected, I am committed to 
1: Continuing to elevate the voices of historically under represented constituents of ward 6. To me, this 
includes advocating for increased investment in West Side neighborhoods and infrastructure. 



2: Road safety. I look forward to continuing my work in this area, working with the city to identify 
problematic areas, that if remediated,  help to make our city more friendly to all commuters 
(pedestrians, cyclists, scooters, wheel chairs, etc.). 
3: Maintaining a focus on ‘big picture’ items that will prepare Pittsfield for a stronger tomorrow. It is 
imperative that Pittsfield invest wisely in our infrastructure and liabilities to end the pattern of burdening 
future generations with today’s problems. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#5  What life experiences will inform your decisions and policies as a municipal leader?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky  In my 30+ years as a Police Officer in Pittsfield, I have responded to many 
situations where there was a conflict between two or more people. I would listen to all sides and help 
them come to some type of agreement. I have learned it’s okay not to have all the answers and to seek 
out others who may have solutions to problems or issues you or someone your helping is having. As 
one of the cities first community police officers I have seen the importance of community involvement 
when trying to understand and/or fix an issue.

 
Peter Marchetti Both my personal and professional experiences 

Earl G. Persip III  I am kid from the West Side of Pittsfield and I’ve lived in Pittsfield all of my life, 
including wards one, three, four, and six. Each ward has unique needs, and this exposure has made 
me uniquely positioned to consider city issues from a broad perspective, advocating for all residents, 
particularly the underrepresented.

For me, community service is a way of life. I have worked for the Berkshire Family YMCA, a 
longstanding community institution in the heart of our downtown, for over 22 years. I have worked with 
youth, families, business leaders, various city agencies, and countless members, all of whom contribute
to Pittsfield’s unique identity. 

Pete White  I have lived in Pittsfield my entire life and I communicate with community members. I take
the conversations I have with people and what I see happening in our community to inform my 
decisions. In addition to this  

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate My decisions and policies will be based on collective input from the constituents of 
ward 2



Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman 6 years on the city council from 2007-2013.  A decade of coaching youth softball and
basketball, volunteering and chairing boards, working as a manager at Berkshire Life for 17 years

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   I have over 25 years of public service in Pittsfield. Serving on Parks Commission, 
Conservation Commission and Community Preservation Commission. I am a past member of the 
Pittsfield School Committee.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi  As the first college graduate of my family and as a child that was raised in an 
unstable single parent home for much of my childhood, I deeply understand the challenges that our 
under resourced youth are facing. I also recognize that my personal and professional success are the 
product of privilege and community as much as they are personal determination and hard work. With 
that, I hold the responsibility of using my power to improve conditions for struggling children and 
families close to my heart. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#6 What role do you think Pittsfield can play in relation to other Berkshire municipalities?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky  I have seen positive sides of policing when each police department in the 
Berkshires work together. I have seen school personnel from outside school districts come into a 
Pittsfield school to see how the school was running things to see if it could work in their school. I 
believe this can be the same in local government. Something implemented in one town may work in 
another, whether it’s issues within our schools, youths, homelessness, addiction, etc. Building good 
relationships with others and working together can bring positive outcomes.

 
Peter Marchetti Pittsfield needs to continue to work regaining the center hub of the Berkshires 

Earl G. Persip III  [did not answer this question]



Pete White I think we should all work together and possibly look at more mutual aid and shared 
services agreements when they make sense for all involved. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate By continuing with established mutual aid agreements.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman As the County Seat, Pittsfield set an example by which other municipalities can view 
progress and leadership  

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   We need to be a leader. We need to improve the economy as much as possible at 
the local level.  Make Pittsfield a friendly place to to business,

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi We are the heart of the Berkshires and I believe that if we lead with forward 
thinking policies we can inspire a kinder and more equitable society that begins with policy we can 
enact on the municipal level. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

# 7 What policies have you championed or do you plan to champion in response to the unique 
needs of BIPOC communities? 

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky [did not answer this question]



Peter Marchetti  Ensure the work of the neighborhood initiatives continue and strengthen community 
watches tailored to each neighborhood and not a cookie cutter approach 

Earl G. Persip III [did not answer this question]

Pete White I assisted in getting Pittsfield to revive the Affirmative Action Policy.I serve on the 
Affirmative Action Advisory Committee. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate I look forward to learning more about the needs of BIPOC communities and what I 
can do in my role as city councilor to assist. 

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman I don’t have specific policies to site other my belief that on all matters, big and small, 
decisions can’t be made unilaterally.  When I advocated for the City Charter to be revised we put 
together a diverse panel to review and I would continue to support such efforts.  In the end, decisions 
have to be made but only after all view points are heard

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   I strongly believe in equality for all peoples regardless of race or religions

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion cannot be overstated. I have always supported 
policies that ensure BIOPIC communities have a seat at the decision table. There are many policy 
areas where I have not been vocal about my support, from voting rights to ensuring municipal hiring 
practice are inclusive of BIOPIC communities. I will continue looking for opportunities  to advance 
BIOPIC voices municipally and in society as a whole.

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio



#8 How will you work with the city's newly created DEI Office?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky I will work with all city offices.

Peter Marchetti Looking forward to developing the office in both my role as a Councilor and as chair 
of the Human Rights Commission 

Earl G. Persip III  I work with every office at city hall in the same way. Open communication with what
that department needs to be successful for the residents of Pittsfield. I understand that as a councilor 
we are open minded and work together. 

Pete White As a member of the Affirmative Action Advisory Committee I look forward to partnering 
with the City's new DEI Office and continuing to work with the newly hired PPS's DEI/ Human 
Resources Director Lovelyne Pierre to have our City positions better reflect our community. As a City 
Councilor I will look to the DEI Office to offer us guidance on ways we can improve our efforts.

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate [did not answer this question]

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman How I work with every office:  with respect, with questions, with feedback

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   I know nothing about this office or its goals

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi I look forward to seeing the new DEI Office in action and identifying the ways that I
can best lend support to the work. 



Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#9 How would you commit to engaging with the NAACP Berkshire Branch?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky I would like to come to their meetings and help in anyway I can.

Peter Marchetti Support events and mission 

Earl G. Persip III  I think its important to make sure the need to ensure that Pittsfield voices are heard
is imperative, and our democracy depends on the full enfranchisement of voters. I think the NAACP 
Berkshire Branch has important role in that. I will commit to hearing from the branch on what they 
actually need and want from an elected official 

Pete White  I have been a member of the Berkshire Branch of the NAACP, attend events, meetings 
when I can and also listen to what other members have to say. I am always willing to work with other 
members and listen to their points of view on issues that come before the Council or issues that should 
come before the Council. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate I look forward to reaching out to the NAACP to learn more about what I can do in 
my role as city councilor to assist in their mission.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman I have great respect for the Berkshire NAACP and their leadership.  It would be my 
privilege to work with them on initiatives and have open and honest communication restarting 
successes in the community and ongoing concerns 

 
Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   I am always open to meet with any one. Its a two way street.  They need to reach 
out to me as well.

Andrew M. Wrinn



Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi I am a financial contributor to the NAACP and I attend events whenever possible. I
look forward to continuing to support our local branch whenever possible. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#10 What role will you play as a City Council member to improve the quality of education in 
Pittsfield?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky I would like to actively go into all of our schools and speak to any staff who is 
willing to see what they need, changes they’d like to see, and ask what I can do to advocate to help 
them. I believe our school department is administrator heavy, and I would like see more teachers, 
paraprofessionals, school adjustment counselors, and mediators. I would like to find out why we have 
schools that are underperforming and what is being implemented by the school department, which has 
shown success in other schools, to improve student performance. During my last three years at Reid 
the number of incoming fifth graders not being able to read at a fifth grade level went up each year. 
When I questioned what was being done about this, I was never given an answer. 

Peter Marchetti I believe that my record show of my support of education and working to improving 
education  

Earl G. Persip III  A decline in student population and an increase in students leaving our district has 
created a negative perception of our school system. A public relations campaign to highlight positive 
stories of Pittsfield Public Schools could transform our ways of approaching overall challenges to our 
school district. Working to highlight our strengths, and budget smarter, we need to address what our 
money is being spent on. Not just the overall amount given. I think the school department wastes a lot 
funds and could do better for our students and teachers. 

Pete White  I will continue to put emphasis on our Elected School Committee members and 
encourage more people to communicate with them on school issues. I will also work to continue having
good relationships with School Committee members and the administration in order to be listened to 
when I have an opinion on their efforts. I spoke in front of the Pittsfield School Committee in favor of 
changing Columbus Day to Indigenous Peoples' Day. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson



Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate By supporting a school budget that funds resources that accommodate the needs 
of all children.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman  As noted above, working with school officials relative to progress and inclusion 
throughout the year and at budget time

 
Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   I will be very active supporting educational needs. Specially at Taconic with the 
career technical education programs.  I support a Taconic transition to a 100% vocational ( CTE) 
program.  We must prepare students for both college and just as important for graduates with the skill 
set to to enter the work places in the local area.( a past failing of PPS)  As a former school committee 
member I am in a position to understand the needs and goals of PPS. There is much to be done and it 
will not be easy or inexpensive. 

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi  I am committed to making a Pittsfield a place where students of all backgrounds 
thrive. Achieving this requires that we look at funding decisions, internal policies, and retention efforts. I 
look forward to seeing what changes are introduced by the new Superintendent of School and putting 
pressure where it is needed. This includes communicating with members of the school committee. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#11 How would you work to reduce persistent racial and economic achievement gaps?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky Getting involved with outreach programs and educating people in these 
communities on programs, college assistance, mortgages, job training and placement, etc. I have 
spoken to students who didn’t believe they could go to college, and adults who didn’t have the 
confidence to apply for a higher paying position or just ask for a higher wage. I believe we need to start 
having these conversations with students and parents starting in elementary school and then beyond.



Peter Marchetti Work to encourage additional job training and increase educational participation in 
training programs 

Earl G. Persip III  One of the first steps I think is to reduce POC unemployment so we reduce POC 
child poverty. Fewer POC children in poverty set the stage for higher student achievement. I think in 
Pittsfield we have schools are segregated by income level, specifically by  students living in poverty. 
and measures of racial segregation and “poverty segregation” are highly correlated. Guaranteeing 
excellent teachers and principals, including redesigning schools to enable the district’s excellent 
teachers and principals to reach all students, not just some at the “nicer schools. Ensuring access to 
high-standards materials and learning opportunities for all the schools in Pittsfield. I think its important 
to do screening for to address learning differences, personalizing instruction.  Responding to trauma is 
must for our children. I think we don’t do a good enough job at that. 

Pete White  I would listen to ideas the NAACP and other groups put forward on how they think the 
City Council could help achieve this. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate [did not answer this question]

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman  I would meet with officials regarding the root cause and help to guide efforts to 
revise best practices and develop initiatives to provide equal ground for all

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   Any decision I make at the local level will be fair, honest and to the best of my ability 
for all peoples.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi  I support increasing investment in support services and programming designed to
close these gaps. I am also interested in learning what other approaches can be taken.  

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio



#12 What policies do you think would make/keep Pittsfield schools safe for learning?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky The schools need policies which are reasonable that hold all students and staff 
accountable from the top down. Rules with easily understood consequences and consistency in follow 
through by staff. I have witnessed consistency by school staff in following through with consequences 
with good success. I’ve also seen poor follow through with consequences when a student broke a rule; 
which can lead to higher levels of poor behavior from students. This tends to lead to unsafe school 
environment, which in turn can make it hard for some students to learn and thrive. I have seen and 
found when the rules and consequences are fair and every student is treated equally there is less 
conflict; which can lead to a safer school environment. In saying that some students may need to see 
an adjustment counselor or have other help by staff in addition to the consequences, because there 
may be underline reasons for the misbehaviors.

Peter Marchetti  I believe the school system needs additional resources to ensure all individuals 
receive a quality education and would continue to advocate for those resources 

Earl G. Persip III  Being public and purposeful about being inclusive and find ways to let everyone in 
the school community know that school is a safe place, all are welcome and that biased words and 
actions are unacceptable. Being intentional, public and loud about it sends a strong message that 
Pittsfield makes this is a priority for our community. Establish clear school policies and reinforce 
goals .Make sure your school’s anti-bullying, harassment and non-discrimination policies are current, 
reflect our districts and state guidelines and include clear definitions and consequences for the people 
who can’t follow the rules. 

Pete White  Having proper staffing, counselors available, and a budget that funds the needs put 
forward by the Elected School Committee.  

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate By keeping our school resource officers in place and making sure our students and
staff are taking part in regular drills for potential threats they face.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman Manageable class sizes.  Consequences for those who violate other students’ right 
to learn 

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   I think they are safe now. I do support police presence in the middle and high 
schools



Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi  Increased emphasis on evidence-based support services for students. These 
services need to meet the challenges that our students and their families face. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#13 What changes would you champion for public safety in PIttsfield?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky More community policing and community involvement. The more invested our 
Community, Community leaders, Police, District Attorneys office, and Courts are in the safety of 
everyone in Pittsfield the safer it will become. No one entity can do it alone, by working together we can
make our neighborhoods safe. Open dialogue is important along with active listening. 

Peter Marchetti Continued support for neighborhood watches and also additional resources for 
counselors to assist in areas where needed

Earl G. Persip III  Crime is not only a social concern, but an economic concern as well. While 
reducing crime takes a multifaceted approach, generational poverty is one factor that is not always 
addressed. If individuals are unaware or unable to access social and economic resources, people are 
forced to engage in alternative ways to live. Understanding poverty creates certain thought and 
behavior patterns over time, and working with communities instead of against them, is community-
centered approach to crime.

Pete White For public safety we need to decide what we want our police force to be and what roles 
we want officers to perform. We need a new modern police station that is a tool rather than the 
impediment we have now. We need continue having licensed clinicians available to assist our officers 
when appropriate. I will also always fight to keep all of our fire stations open and fully staffed. I would 
also like to see the Health Department involved in more conversations regarding public safety.  

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson



Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate I look forward to speaking with all of our public safety leaders to learn more about 
their current needs, plans for reducing crime and ways I can support their efforts.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman More North St patrols.  Strict policies relative to gun activity and advocate for 
stronger stances against violent crimes regardless of age.

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   Insure the size of both the police and fire departments is at full capacity with modern
equipment and buildings as determined by their leaderships. I am not knowledgeable enough to submit 
changes to professional leaders with years of valuable leadership.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi  I feel strongly that the City of Pittsfield needs to invest in social workers and 
unarmed staff to help address issues that are non-violent by nature. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#14 How would you promote a more transparent Police Department budget?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky I believe not just the police department,  it all city departments need to have 
specific line items and how much and where their spending money. When working in the police 
department DARE camp I had to give receipts for everything I bought or had done at the camp with 
itemized bills. So I know this can be done. Monthly department expenses should be downloaded on the
city website so taxpayers can see where each department is at.

Peter Marchetti  I think providing a better understanding of all department budgets and use of grant 
money would help in this matter 



Earl G. Persip III  I believe my record show that I have done that. One must understand the role of 
the council and how budgets work before suggesting what budgets should look like. I have made 
changes at the council level to get more funding for social workers out with police officers. That was the
FY2020 budget.  

Pete White  The Finance Committee of the City Council reviews quarterly spending and we have a 
Police Advisory Committee. I do not see what is stopping either of these committees from reviewing this
information. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate By reviewing quarterly spending reports 

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman Work with the Chief 

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   That is a Mayor function.  The Mayor submits the budget

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi I believe these budget conversations can begin with how we refer items on the 
City Council Agenda throughout the year. Items requesting approval are often referred (exclusively) to 
Finance. Rarely are they referred to all of the subcommittees that have legitimate interest. By making 
these referrals, we open opportunity for the council’s to gain more understanding of how funds are 
used. With this, the budget hearings will allow for more productive and transparent conversation since 
there will be more information (and history) for the council to work from. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio



#15 How do you think we can better address situations that require involvement of other professionals 
(medical, social work, etc) ?. 

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky I believe having someone from the Brien Center riding with the police to mental 
health calls is a step in the right direction. I don’t know if our local homeless or addiction agency’s are 
willing to respond to calls in these regards. This would take having conversations with the people 
running these organizations. I have found people tend to call the police first for any issue where they 
don’t know what to do. A police officer has many hats and society has depended on them to respond to 
all types of situations. I am opened to listening to any and all suggestions in how to change some of 
this.

Peter Marchetti We need to ensure we have proper contacts with all areas to ensure better service 
from these professionals when needed 

Earl G. Persip III  That's is easy in my mind. Add more funding to add more of the people to those 
positions. We do not(?) need a police officer at every time someone needs help.  

Pete White Memorandums of understanding on how other professionals will work with the city could 
be sought. I also am not in favor of the switching ambulance companies based on who's turn it is to 
take a call. I think this leads to our Fire Department being first on seen more often than not. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate By establishing or seeking input from current advisory committees on best 
practices

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman Have a targeted list of scenarios where we could employ these valuable resources 

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   I have no idea to be honest. I feel that there are sufficient professionals in the 
schools to handle these types of issues.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey



Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi By employing or partnering professionals from these fields and including them in 
response and wrap-around efforts. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#16 Pittsfield Generating Peaker Power Plant reduces air quality more significantly in environmental 
justice communities. How would you encourage the plant owners to transition to clean, renewable 
energy and storage?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky Offer them incentives to transition to clean renewable energy and storage.

Peter Marchetti Continue to bring the subject to the table in discussion about how to improve the 
environment 

Earl G. Persip III  The plant has filed for chapter 7 bankruptcy, we need to be realistic. They don't 
have the means to transition to clean energy. I would also need to understand what options are for the 
plant for clean energy 

Pete White  I would encourage our State Delegation to find incentives for these peaker power plants 
to transition to clean, renewable energy and storage systems.  

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate Possibly by offering tax incentives to covert to a renewable energy source.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman I would have to look further into the matter to understand the issue and what 
remedies are available 

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   Modernize the plant to meet current clean air standards or shut it down



Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi As a City Council, we are limited in our ability to legislate this. However, lending 
support to a green transition through community forums, council votes (even if symbolic), and open 
letters is a good start to encouraging the transition. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#17 Litter is a constant problem in Pittsfield. Do you have any suggestions for ways to reduce litter and 
illegal dumping in Pittsfield?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky Promoting taking pride in your neighborhood by not littering and picking up litter 
you find. Make sure the city has trash receptacles in parks and other areas people gather, and have 
them emptied regularly. Work with local organizations and Sheriffs department on regular area 
cleanups. When it comes to illegal dumping the city should increase the fines to match the amount and 
what was dumped, plus if the city had to pick it up add that cost to it.

Peter Marchetti Better enforcement - peer pressure 

Earl G. Persip III Make sure your trash is secure and people have ways to do that. I think a toter 
program would help with this. Have more community clean-up days. Educate people on the harms of 
litter and dumping. Put more trash and recycle bins out around the city. The state needs to address the 
deposit issue on nip bottles. Putting a deposit on them would help with trash around the city.  

Pete White  I think we need to have more life lessons like not littering taught in schools. I also think 
that we are too much of a throw away society with everything individually wrapped. I am also not 
opposed to hefty littering fines. Where I live this is a constant problem. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson



Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate I support implementing and enforcing hefty fines for those caught littering or 
illegally dumping in Pittsfield.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman I don’t have the answer to this unfortunately.  We can post signs and threaten with 
fines but if not enforced the problem will persist.  Therefore, enforcement of our current policies with 
consequences is a start 

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   Enforcement, enforcement and enforcement.  We have enough laws and policies in 
place that no city agency enforces

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi I would like to see more programming focused on cleanup efforts, this includes 
increasing recepticles with regular pickup as well as sending pickup crews to problem areas. Illegal 
dumping is a complex problem that I believe that the right garbage policy may help to 
remediate. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#18 How would you persuade landlords to make use of the MassSave program?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky Educate landlord’s and tenants on the MassSave program and how making 
switches in shower heads, lightbulbs, and insulation can save them money at no cost or at a low cost.

Peter Marchetti Better communication and education 

Earl G. Persip III  I think most landlords know about the program, but may not know the benefits of it 
for the the tenants. We need to give them sort of incentive to do this for the tenants. 



Pete White Making information easily available is always the first step. Then making it easier for 
tenants that pay the heating and electric bills to access these programs and have the landlords 
contacted based on tenants requests. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate MassSave is a great program that sends out several mailings every year to tenants
and landlords explaining everything they can offer. I’m not sure what else can persuade landlords to 
take advantage of this program.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman Perhaps there is a tax incentive we could look into 

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   I can not. That is there own personal choice to make as an owner.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi I would like to explore incentive programs that would be beneficial to both the 
property owner and the city. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#19 How would you expand affordable housing in Pittsfield? 

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen



Karen Kalinowsky This is a big topic today and hopefully our city can get more federal grants to 
build or refurbish houses forfeited to the city. Look into city owned buildings that haven’t been used in 
years to make into affordable housing.

Peter Marchetti As stated earlier ensure ARPA funds are used to expand affordable housing 

Earl G. Persip III  Get the state to create state mandates for inclusionary housing, that is to say, 
programs that tap the economic gains from rising real estate values to expand affordable rental and 
ownership opportunities for low- and moderate-income families. Get the state to get more programs for 
developers who build these projects. Make sure projects allocate larger proportions of developed units 
to affordable housings units.  Creative Finance to Allow More People to qualify for a Mortgage and Buy 
a Home also Assist Renters to Improve Their Financial Position and Credit Scores to Help Them 
Achieve Homeownership

Pete White  I would be in favor of tax incentives for new units to be made with a focus on 
redeveloping areas already in use over taking green space. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate By collaborating with the local housing authorities and other local firms such as mill
town capital.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman Encourage development of structures with as little red tape as possible with 
incentives if parts or all of the involve affordable units 

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   I would support any project that has a excellent business plan and has a high 
possibility of success and that has community support.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi I would support policy that sets a required percentage of affordable units in 
housing projects that the city invests in. 



Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#20 What groups would you collaborate with to address the housing needs in Pittsfield?

 At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky Homeless agencies, HUD, Habitat for Humanity, banks, realtors, community 
members, and any other organizations who would like to get involved.

Peter Marchetti I think a roundtable session with all interested parties to begin with and create a 
needs assessment to formulate a concrete plan 

Earl G. Persip III Whatever groups that wanted a seat at the table to address the issues. 

Pete White Any that want to be at the table but especially Berkshire County Regional Housing 
Authority, Pittsfield Housing Authority, Berkshire County Rental Housing Association, NAACP, Habitat 
for Humanity, Manos Unitas, Recovery Learning Community, social service agencies and religious 
groups.

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate Pittsfield and Berkshire housing authorities 

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman Berkshire housing authority, Berkshire planning commission, office of community 
and economic development 

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   Those that reach out to me and educate me on their mission. I want to know how 
are they going to be successful to address affordable housing.  

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey



Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi As a city councillor, it is important to communicate with stakeholders about the 
challenges we face. Through these conversations, I believe our influence is best used in determining 
what projects are worthy of municipal investment and to not vote in support of housing projects that 
undermine affordable housing goals. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#21 What opportunities do you see for leveraging city-owned land for expanding affordable housing?
 
At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky Pittsfield could make building affordable housing on surplus city land a priority 
when the city is looking to sell it. Seattle has a program where the city gives a portion of the sale of city 
property to expand affordable housing through Urban Development.

Peter Marchetti Would need to evaluate land opportunities, options and recruit investors  

Earl G. Persip III  Making that land available for builders of these projects. I don't think the city should
be in the business of building homes for people. The city is not set up to do that in a way that would 
help or be successful. We have troubles keeping up on the building we do own  

Pete White Selling under utilized City owned properties to credible developers as was done with 
former schools would be worth exploring. Also when houses are taken in tax title, making them 
available for affordable housing and home ownership should always be considered. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate By selling unused land/buildings to housing developers such as what is being done
with the Tyler street fire station.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman I’d have to look into that 



Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   None at this time.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi I support a strategy of identifying city owned land for affordable housing 
development. I would also support exploring the possible sale of unused lots to build capital for a 
strategic affordable housing plan. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#22 What new policies will you introduce to inject capital and incentivize investment in black owned and
minority businesses?

 
At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky I believe this comes to Community Outreach; educating and working with 
minority business owners and potential business owners what programs, grants, and other funding is 
available to help them put a business plan together, open, or help expand an existing business. I would 
like to see a mentoring program where successful business owners mentor new business owners.

Peter Marchetti Encourage ARPA funding to assist and work with the newly created Dept of DEI to 
better establish processes for assistance 

Earl G. Persip III  Pittsfield is home to many incredible businesses that are growing in our own 
backyard. While the city is working to improve its business friendly atmosphere, more work needs to be
done in terms of government accessibility and ease of business compliance. Additionally, fostering 
entrepreneurship is a strategic economic move in our ever-changing 21st century economy. Pittsfield is 
a unique city with unrealized growth potential, and city policy supporting an ecosystem of entrepreneurs
and small businesses can nurture and retain talented professionals.

Pete White I think that many of the programs we currently have could be used for this and have been.

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson



Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate [did not answer this question]

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman I don’t know if it’s specific to these labels but I would utilize all economic resources, 
tax deferrals,  loans the city can for all business. If there is a way to specialize funds for black owned or
minority businesses I would support that

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   That is a Mayor function.  How ever I would examine any opportunity on a case by 
case basis to determine if the business plan is worthy of success and of local money investment.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi  I support evaluating our current policies that are directed at injecting capital and 
incentivizing investment in black owned businesses. This includes introducing specific language 
designed to set benchmarks for success in this area when they not exist. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#23 What opportunities do you think municipal leaders have to reduce our steep income and wealth 
inequality? 

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky I believe our first step is giving all children a safe learning environment, and find 
out why some of our cities schools are underperforming and make changes to improve performance. 
We should partner schools with local businesses like General Dynamics, BMC, Haddad Motors (which 
Taconic does now), and others. These businesses can work with the schools to find out what types of 
classes the school should offer, look at student internships at these businesses, and maybe offer of 
scholarships with a job guarantee when they graduate. Stepping out of school with a job guarantee at a
business like General Dynamics will start the student at or above $55,000 a year.



Peter Marchetti Increase educational opportunities and work to ensure that job training matches the 
skills of the Employers 

Earl G. Persip III  The best way would be set forth sound policies. Build assets for working 
families. Policies that encourage higher savings rates and lower the cost of building assets for 
working and middle class households can provide better economic security for struggling 
families. New programs that automatically enroll workers in retirement plans and provide a savings

Pete White Municipal leaders need to keep working towards having a city where businesses can 
provide good paying jobs. Our school system must prepare our students for the jobs that are available 
now and will be available in the future. We as a community must also decide not to accept over 
automation like self check outs that ultimately take jobs away. We need to encourage shopping locally 
and keeping dollars in our own community. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate [did not answer this question]

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman Develop a workforce training program to assist individuals in developing skills.  Work
to provide a diverse footprint of employment opportunities by working with incoming and existing 
businesses by removing red tape and obstacles 

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant  Support education and job learning programs.  If you do not not have a skill you will 
not be successful with a working career. 

  
Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi When investing in neighborhoods, businesses, and when making decisions about 
our schools, we need to make [sure] that we are substantially investing in underresourced areas. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio 



#24  Small, locally-owned businesses have been hit especially hard by the COVID-19 pandemic. What 
measures would you support to help our small businesses rebuild and to keep wealth in communities? 

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky Using a portion of the 40+ million dollars from the Federal Government to help 
small business owners who had to close money to reopen if they would like to try again. Also, funds for 
small businesses that are still struggling to stay afloat. Look into tax incentives to help them over the 
next few years.

Peter Marchetti  Encourage buy and spend local and utilization of ARPA funds 

Earl G. Persip III  support them with funds and workforce development and Business lines of credit 
from the city if they need it. Help them with timelines to rebuild and address the needs years to come 

Pete White I would continue to support the use of funding that has been provided to the City and 
distributed through the Community Development Office. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate [did not answer this question]

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman Provide a portion of federal funds to those businesses affected, continue to find 
ways to cut costs and encourage employment 

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   At the local level there is little financially I can do other than offer my support for 
success. I do not support local stimulus grants. Business grants are  a function of state and 
federal government

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel



Dina G. Lampiasi It is important that we make incentive programs available to businesses that 
choose Pittsfield. This includes direct payments, working with landlords, and looking at our permitting 
policies and fees. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#25  What steps should the City take to make sure that the cannabis industry grows in an equitable way,
in which the communities most impacted by the drug war are able to benefit?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky [did not answer this question]

Peter Marchetti Ensure job opportunities for local applicants and some revenue allocated to better 
education and addiction programs 

Earl G. Persip III This is a state issue not a city, The state takes in all the money. We need to hold 
the state accountable for the laws they made up to help committees.  The remainder, state law says, 
shall be expended for five causes: public health, public safety, municipal police training, illness 
prevention, and assistance for communities hardest hit by the war on drugs. But none of those causes 
besides public health has received any marijuana money and aren’t slated to this year or next year. 
That’s is just not acceptable in my eyes. The Cannabis control commission needs to make this happen 

Pete White  The City Council has navigated the cannabis industry to try to balance letting the industry
grow while also protecting neighborhood residents. The City should continue to work with the State on 
programs to assist communities most impacted by the drug war. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate [did not answer this question]

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman I’d have to look into this more



Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   So far this new business in Pittsfield has been a benefit to the local economy. If 
changes need to be addressed as time moves along so be it.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi By holding space within our allowable permits for entrepreneurs that have been 
impacted by the war on drugs. This includes making information available and seeking opportunities 
[for] encouraging entrepreneurs from impacted communities. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#26  Given state law, Pittsfield is limited in its taxing power. What other opportunities do you see for the 
city to raise revenue?

 At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky  I believe first we need to become fiscally responsible. Seeking out and 
encouraging companies to move to our city. Incentives to get small businesses to open or expand in 
our city. Have an auction to sell off the cities older vehicles and equipment they have in storage.

Peter Marchetti Increase business opportunities, develop a plan to market Pittsfield post Covid as a 
community to work from home to increase the population 

Earl G. Persip III  The municipal revenue crisis has hit everyone hard, it has hit low income people 
and people of color the hardest. Some municipalities have resorted to privatization and new taxes and 
fees in order to save money and generate more revenue. As a result, residents are being forced to pay 
more for services like trash collection, sewage, public property maintenance, parking meters, and to 
pay new taxes on a variety of everyday goods. These policies are regressive because they hit low 
income people the hardest. So I will not support those kinds of thoughts to raise funds in Pittsfield. I 
think streamlining service and making them work better for the people and save money at the same 
time is one step. This is an issues all around the country and I am not sure anyone has come up with a 
good plan that works for everyone 

Pete White I think the best way to raise revenue is to continue to improve the City and expand the tax 
base. I also think that the Fair Share Amendment should be passed in order to have more funding to 
infuse into municipalities. If we could revive tourism we could bring in more in the hotel/ motel tax and 
meals tax. 



Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate Reducing our trash disposal costs by implementing a new trash disposal policy and
encouraging increased recycling.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman [did not answer this question]

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant  None.  I do not support taxing more goods or services.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi I am interested in exploring the following: 
- Reforming Tax Increment Financing 
- Convert city services (examples might be include sidewalks, streets, and waste)  to utilities. This 
would allow those benefiting from “utilities” to pay their share
- Transient Occupancy and Luxury Tax options 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio

#27  What opportunities do you see to raise money from non-profits and other tax exempt 
organizations?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky  [did not answer this question]



Peter Marchetti Encourage consolidations where possible - and advocate for state and federal 
funding where applicable 

Earl G. Persip III  I do not support taxes non-profits or trying to tax them in other ways. Non-profits 
are the backbone of our city. 

Pete White I do not think we should be taking money from most non-profits and other tax exempt 
organizations. I think that if anything they should have to quantify their community contributions that let 
them qualify for tax exempt status. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate [did not answer this question]

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman [did not answer this question]

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   Not much. Our economy here is very fragile. With many small businesses struggling 
to make it 

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi I am unsure. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio 

#28  Do you  believe non-citizens with legal status should have the right to vote in municipal elections? 
Why or why not?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit



Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky  No, I believe once they become US citizens they have the right to vote. I waver 
on this when a non-citizen has been living and working here for 5+ years and for some reason there 
may be a delay in citizenship.

Peter Marchetti Yes - Everyone should have and use their voice through voting for representatives of
their City - but encourage citizenship 

Earl G. Persip III [did not answer this question]

Pete White Yes because they are valuable members of our community and municipal elections have 
the most direct impact on all our lives.

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate Yes, all legal members of our community should have say in the government that 
represents them.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman If legal status, yes.  

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant  No, They are not citizens. Plain and simple.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi I do believe those with legal status should be able to vote in municipal elections. 
Municipal elections are about community and if legal non-citizens wish to participate on this level, we 
should welcome their voices. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio 



#29  Would you support lowering the legal voting age in municipal elections? Why or why not?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky  No, we are considered adults at eighteen and can go off to war at that age, so I 
see that as the voting age. Our government has changed the sale of cigarettes, alcohol, marijuana to 
age 21 because they feel young adults are not responsible enough.

Peter Marchetti I would support lowering voting age to 16

Earl G. Persip III  Extending voting rights to 16- and 17-year-olds is consistent with the fact that 
turning 16 has special significance in our culture. At age 16, citizens can drive, pay taxes, and for the 
first time work without any restriction on hours. It’s also a matter of fairness: when unable to vote until 
turning 18, some citizens won’t have a chance to vote for their mayor until they are older than 18, 
depending when the election happens. This would also help with getting people more involved with city 
elections. 

Pete White  I would support lowering the going age to 16. I think that it would be an important part in 
their education and help create better citizens. This should be incorporated into freshman and 
sophomore year of high school curriculum to teach them civics and help them become voters who 
know where to find information for themselves. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate Yes lowering the current voting age will encourage our youth to become involved in
their local government early and better prepare them for life.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman No, I believe 18 is an appropriate age

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   No. Most, not all, under 18 are not mature or educated enough to vote on important 
issues.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey



Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi Yes. Young people should be encouraged to participate in civic life and I believe 
[if] they [have] the ability to vote is one way of doing that. 

 
Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio 

#30 In 2022, Pittsfield will engage in redistricting on the municipal level. What would an equitable 
redistricting process look like to you?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky The redistricting process should be open and transparent. Allowing people in the 
community to give input and ask questions in regards to where the lines are drawn. Each district should
have equal population as well as racial fairness.

Peter Marchetti An open, fair and transparent process that is nonpartisan and based on population to
allow for equal representation 

Earl G. Persip III I have never been part of redistricting, I  would need more time to look into what 
would be the best approach.  

Pete White I think that neighborhoods should be kept together and have multiple community forums 
and a survey to get input on how the city should be sectioned into Wards. I think the way the ideas for 
the arpa funding is being done should be used again.

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate [did not answer this question]

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman I believe there are mandates in place to provide equity 



Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   Engage the public with many as possible break out meetings in all sections of the 
city over a six month period to educate residents on the possible change

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi An equitable redesign would require elected officials to work for their entire district.
The current boundaries of many wards are problematic because they place more value on investing 
in typically well represented middle-class neighborhoods. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio 

#31  Would you support Ranked Choice Voting in Pittsfield municipal elections? Why or why not?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky  Yes, it provides more choices for voters and the final winner has the support of 
the majority of voters.

Peter Marchetti I would not support it at this time. I would need to see further research other areas to
determine if the outcome was seen has fair and transparent 

Earl G. Persip III  Yes, I think its a more fair way to get more people involved and to run for office. I 
voted for ranked choice voting in the last election. 

Pete White  Yes, I supported it at the State ballot initiative level. I think it is better for people to choose
who they want to be elected and they should be able to choose their top choices. I think this also lets 
voters take a chance on who they really want to vote for, but might not because they are afraid if they 
do the candidate they least like might then win.  

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson



Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate [did not answer this question]

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman No, I feel our current system works

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   No, I personally prefer the system we have now.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi Yes. It provides the best representation of electorate goals. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio 

#32  What changes would you like to see in the city budget?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky I would like to see departments that have “extra” money as the fiscal year is 
ending not to spend it needlessly, but to return it to the cities coffers with no penalty when generating 
the next years budget. If the department can articulate why they fell under budget and why they foresee
needing the funds in the next fiscal year; there should be no reduction in their budget. Allowing the 
return with no penalty will save taxpayers money.

Peter Marchetti  A closer look at public building and invest where needed and put other building back
on tax role to increase revenues 

Earl G. Persip III  [did not answer this question]

Pete White I would like to see more historical data.



Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate [did not answer this question]

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman This is a very broad question.  I think parks is underserved but the devil is in the 
details as we have finite resources and infinite needs.

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   I do not know, as I have no experience in the process.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi Increased emphasis on social workers 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio 

#33  What changes to the City Charter would you like to see? 
 

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky  Mayor term back to two years. Look into having a City Manager

Peter Marchetti I would like to see some term changes and also revision to school committee 
replacement process to only include the school committee 

Earl G. Persip III I need to look over the Charter and talk with residents to see what issues need 
changing. 
Pete White I would like to see the Charter Objection eliminated. 



Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate I will need more time to look over the entire city charter before recommending any 
changes to it.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman None that I can think of

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   Move city council term to 4 years, same as Mayor.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi I am interested in restructuring our fees in areas that disproportionately impact low
income households and new businesses. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio 

#34 What changes would you like to see to the role of the City Council?

At Large Candidates

Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky [did not answer this question]

Peter Marchetti I would leave this to the people 



Earl G. Persip III The role is of the City Council is legislative branch of city government. I do not see 
a need for that to change.  

Pete White I think it would be interesting to explore having a full time City Council similar to Boston. 
Switching from Demeter's Rules of Order to Robert's Rules of Order is probably long over due. I think 
we may need to have alternate members of subcommittees with strict use rules in order to make 
getting a quorum easier and making sure discussion is robust at the subcommittee level. Possibly 
allowing the Council President or Vice President be an alternate member of a subcommittee if a 
member could not make a meeting. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate As a new candidate for city council I have not had enough of an inside look to 
determine what changes should be made.

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman I think the Council serves a great role as is

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   Move to an all at large system. Move away from the ward system. I feel this would 
increase people to run for office and would improve communication to residents.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi I would like to see the City Council have more influence on the details of how 
funds are spent and in adjusting line items. 

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio 

Additional Comments

At Large Candidates



Craig Benoit

Yuki Cohen

Karen Kalinowsky  [no response]

Peter Marchetti  [no response]

Earl G. Persip III   [no response]

Pete White  Champion is used a few times in this questionnaire. I see the role of a city councilor less 
of a champion and more of a team player listening to people and working with colleagues. To me 
champion leads to electing people looking for too much of the spotlight and not enough working 
together. 

Ward 1 Candidates

Kenneth G. Warren Jr.

Andrea Christine Wilson

Ward 2 Candidates

Charles I. Kronick

Matthew Kudlate While many of these questions seek my personal opinions my decisions will 
always be based on collective input from the community. 

Ward 3 Candidates

Kevin Sherman   [no response]

Ward 4 Candidates

James Conant   Move to an all at large system. Move away from the ward system. I feel this would 
increase people to run for office and would improve communication to residents.

Andrew M. Wrinn

Ward 5 Candidates

Patrick Kavey

Ward 6 Candidates

Edward Carmel

Dina G. Lampiasi  [no response]

Ward 7 Candidates

Anthony Maffuccio 


